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Embedding Team Values
Blog
Maria Turnbull
October 9, 2019
0

Vantage Point is often engaged to facilitate board and staff team efforts to develop organizational or team values. We deeply believe in the impact
that clear and aligned values have on driving high performing teams, ultimately generating more mission impact. Though the creation of shared team
values is essential, an equally important next step is to determine how to effectively "implement" or "embed" the values across the team or
organization.
When the Vantage Point staff faced this very challenge, I did some research on our staff Pro-D Day and came across lots of interesting ways to...
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Be Involved and Stay Informed on Public Policy that Impacts Your Not-for-Profit
Blog
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As a not-for-profit organization with a history spanning over seven decades, Vantage Point has experienced many transitions over the years. Our
most significant change was from a volunteer centre to a capacity-building focus for not-for-profit organizations. Throughout each adaptation, we
have maintained an ongoing focus of supporting the not-for-profit sector.
We love working one-on-one with our clients - the people behind not-for-profit organizations throughout the province. In the process we have learned
about many common challenges the sector faces.
We have realized a key dimension to...
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From Our Vantage Point Episode 54 - How Branding can Impact your Not-for-Profit
Blog
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Ruby Ng, Executive Director for Disability Foundation and Vantage Point board member, joins us this month to discuss the impact a branding strategy
can have on an organization.
Read more about From Our Vantage Point Episode 54 - How Branding can Impact your Not-for-Profit
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Board Fundamentals: Strategic Board Recruitment - Nanaimo
Workshops
This great workshop comes to Nanaimo to support not-for-profit leaders develop and maintain a committed team of qualified board members.
Read more about Board Fundamentals: Strategic Board Recruitment - Nanaimo

Understanding Your Organizational Capacity: Lifecycle Self-Assessment - Prince George
Workshops
Lifecycle Self-Assessment travels to Prince George to support local not-for-profits lift and develop their internal capacity.
Read more about Understanding Your Organizational Capacity: Lifecycle Self-Assessment - Prince George

